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ABSTRACT 

Energy systems have technical, economical and social 
dimensions. Thorough transition studies require an integral 
approach, dealing with all these aspects. In order to 
facilitate the studies and accelerate the transition to a 
renewable energy system, new integrating tools, based on a 
multidisciplinary approach, will be developed. This paper 
describes the concept for the integrating tools. 

INTRODUCTION 

The future energy infrastructure will have to be able to take-
in large quantities of renewable energy, whether large scale 
or distributed generation. These sources are characterized 
by a high degree of unpredictability. This might create 
severe problems and challenges for the electricity system 
and it can hamper the diffusion of renewable energy 
technologies. There are several options to prevent this, like 
adding stable compensating sources or by influencing 
consumer behaviour. With current analytical approaches it 
is not possible to show the effects on complex 
infrastructures like energy systems, which are affected by 
the availability of energy sources and technical possibilities, 
and are subject to the behaviour of several stakeholders 
(government, regulators, network companies, customers,…) 
with different goals. Behaviour does play a significant role 
[1] and may be sensitive to incentives (e.g. subsidies on 
investments [2]). Therefore an integral approach, combining 
technical, economic and social aspects, has to be developed 
and tested in laboratory and real-life experiments. 
Within the Dutch EOS-LT research program a project is set 
up to deal with these issues. The problem statement is: What 
is the effect of distributed generation on the existing and 
future energy system (gas + electricity + heat), and how can 
experiments be selected and designed to accelerate the 
transition to a renewable energy system? The combined 
technical, economical and social expertise of the project 
consortium (TU/e, KEMA, Alliander, Gasunie, CPB, UvA) 
will develop new integrating tools for this.  

This paper describes the concept for the integrating tools. 
Scenarios for possible transition paths for the energy 
infrastructure of a Dutch residential area are proposed. The 
approach for the economic optimization and technical 
feasibility study of the electricity infrastructure of the 
residential area is explained in more detail. 

CONCEPT INTEGRATING TOOLS 

Figure 1 gives a schematic overview of the different parts of 
the integrating tools and their connections. 
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Figure 1. Scheme of concept integrating tools  
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The integrating framework includes two detailed technical 
models (gas and electricity), an economic-technical model 
and a social layer, connected to each other through 
scenarios.  
In the scenarios possible transition paths will be defined 
taking into account customer needs, the policy of the 
government, technical possibilities, which all have their 
impact on future energy demands, extent of sustainability, 
future network structure and production possibilities. 
The economic tool (economic-technical model) performs an 
economic optimization taking into account technical 
constraints and environmental conditions. The global goal 
of the optimization criterion encloses the particular goals of 
the different stakeholders. Later on the effects of possible 
incentives on the stakeholders’ behaviour will be studied  by 
means of laboratory experiments (e.g. [2]) as these are  
crucial for attaining the economic optimum. 
The detailed technical models simulate the infrastructure 
(gas and electricity) of a typical Dutch residential area. 
They investigate if problems arise (when? where?) in the 
gas and electricity networks (capacity problems, violation of 
technical requirements,…) for different scenarios. A profile 
generator is built to transform scenario data into electricity 
and gas demand and supply profiles. Investment decisions 
about the network infrastructure are taken by the economic-
technical model, whereas the technical feasibility is checked 
in the detailed technical models.  

SCENARIOS - PATHWAYS FOR TRANSITIONS 

Assumptions 
The test area is a hypothetical but representative Dutch 
residential area, with 180 houses, 3 flats, 1 school and 1 
shopping centre. The years 2020, 2030 and 2050 are taken 
as reference for the future situation. It is assumed that the 
electricity demand will increase. Besides an autonomous 
increase (0 – 2% per year), plug-in vehicles may lead to an 
additional electricity demand. Insulating houses affects the 
heat demand. Due to the global warming the heat demand 
will decrease (0 – 2% per year) and the cooling demand will 
increase. Assumptions about extension and renovation of 
the area within the time span are made. 

Configurations and implementation scenarios 
Table 1 shows a set of 6 configurations that will be 
analysed: reference (current situation), micro/mini 
combined heat and power (CHP), gas heat pump (HP-gas), 
electrical heat pump (HP-e), central CHP in the residential 
area (CHP centr.) and solar boiler (SB). They are 
distinguished by the way the needs for heat, electricity for 
apparatus, tap water, cooking, cooling and storage are met: 
gas (G), centrally or decentralised produced electricity (E), 
heat (H).  
For each configuration additional options are considered 
such as photovoltaic, urban wind, solar boiler, plug-in 
vehicle. 

Table 1. Set of configurations, distinguished by the way the 
energy needs are met  

Config.  Heat Electr. Tap Cook Cool Storage 
Ref. G E 

centr. 
G, E G E, G H, E 

µ-CHP 
(mini) 

G E dec. G G E, G H, E 

HP-gas G E 
centr. 

G G G H, E 

HP-e E E 
centr. 

E E E H, E 

CHP 
centr. 

H E 
centr. 

H E E H 

SB 
(50%) 

SB E 
centr. 

SB E E H 

 
For the different configurations and their additional options 
implementation scenarios are defined concerning 
introduction time, penetration degree and spread over the 
area. The implementation scenarios may influence the 
electricity and gas demand.  
Finally successions of configuration options will be coupled 
to transition paths [3-6]. 

ELECTRICITY INFRASTRUCTURE: 
OPTIMIZATION AND FEASIBILITY STUDY 

Approach 
The economic optimization of the infrastructure is 
performed by the economic tool, taking into account 
technical constraints and environmental conditions. For an 
efficient solution of the complex optimization problem 
(convergence after a limited number of iterations to an 
economically optimal solution that meets the technical 
requirements), the economic tool (optimizer) must not only 
take into account economical data, but the most important 
technical constraints as well. Therefore an economic-
technical model is developed to be included in the 
optimization tool. The optimization results in an 
economically optimized network meeting the most 
important technical constraints. The remaining technical 
constraints have to be checked by a detailed electricity 
model. If this model detects remaining technical problems, 
possible solutions have to be proposed, together with their 
costs. The economic tool chooses the best alternative or 
may decide to allow minor problems at a penalty. 
Figure 2 clarifies the approach of the technical constraints in 
the economic-technical and electricity models. Besides the 
level of technical detail, the models differ in time unit and 
time horizon.  
Compared to existing integrated economic-technical 
approaches [7-8], this approach includes more details, 
additional technologies and extensive reliability analysis. In 
the future, expansions will be made in several directions 
(technologies, area extension, stochastic model,…). 
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Figure 2. Technical constraints considered in the electricity 
and the economic-technical models. 

Optimization criterion  
The energy demand in the considered area must be met as 
cheaply as possible, taking into account technical and 
environmental constraints (e.g. reduction of CO2 emissions). 
Initially, the supply of a given load at least costs is studied, 
where future costs are converted to their present values. 
Subsequently, this model will be refined, possibly including 
an optimal amount of lost load in cases where the costs of 
meeting that demand is higher than the associated benefits 
(the value of lost load). 
All costs during the considered time span have to be 
minimized: investment costs, operational and maintenance 
costs of network infrastructure and distributed generators, 
fuel costs, price of electricity obtained from upper grid, 
costs of CO2 emissions as well as any costs of electricity not 
supplied. 

Characteristics of the electricity infrastructure 
The current electricity infrastructure of the test area is a 
radial low voltage (LV) network, connected to the upper 
grid by a 630 kVA 10kV/400V transformer, with ca. 40 
households per feeder (cables: Al, 95 mm2).  
For the future situation, a new infrastructure has to be 
designed, depending on changing energy needs, availability 
of new techniques and the policy of the government.  

Considered problems of the DNO planner 
Table 2 shows the problems of the DNO planner, sorted by 
priority to be solved. Network losses are an economical 
problem and are handled during investment decisions. 

Table 2. Problems DNO planner 

Problem Limits/standards 

Overload of network 
component 
(transformer, cable) 

Loading  > 100% 

Voltage characteristics EN50160, Dutch net code 
Short circuit currents  Calculated according to IEC60909 
Emission harmonic 
currents 

IEC61000-3-2, IEC61000-3-12, 
IEC61000-3-4 

Network losses Economical assessment 
(investment costs vs. operational 
costs) 

 

Economic-technical model 
The economic-technical optimization will be performed 
using a simulation package: GAMS [9]. As noted above, 
this will include the most important technical constraints. 
Also, a simplified network will be used. The technical 
equations will be validated by simulations in DIgSILENT-
PowerFactory [10].  

Electricity model 
The goal of the electricity model (implemented using 
DIgSILENT-PowerFactory) is to detect possible problems 
in the electricity distribution network by introducing new 
technologies. A limited number of load types will be 
defined (classified according to voltage dependency, power 
pick-up, harmonics, flicker), including look up tables with 
current harmonics as a function of voltage. The electricity 
network of the test area will be simulated, in steady state 
and transient modes.  
The input of the electricity model consists of  
- 5 minute power profiles of loads and generators (provided 

by the profile generator, taking into account energy needs 
for heat, apparatus, tap water, …, weather conditions, 
house characteristics like insulation, …) 

- The penetration of new technologies (introduction year, 
spread over the area, evolution of penetration degree)  

- Increase/decrease of loads as a function of time (may also 
be influenced by new technologies) 

- Investment decisions 
From the electricity model an overview of possible 
problems is obtained: type of problem, location in the 
network and time of occurrence. 

A preliminary study has been performed [11] where 
combined heat and power (CHP), photovoltaic (PV) arrays 
and storage devices (BES) were introduced; designed such 
that yearly energy demand and supply match as closely as 
possible in a residential area. In this study about the 
operational approach of a self-supporting residential area 
the reverse power flow, voltage levels, system losses, cable 
and transformer loads were assessed.  
Figure 3 shows an example of voltage levels for different 
seasons and scenarios (average and extreme conditions for 
supply and demand).  
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Figure 3. Voltage levels at the end-node of a cable. (The 
lines represent the range of all simulated values of 15-
minute-mean-voltage levels throughout a week. The boxes 
represent the mean value ± standard deviation.) [11] 
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The introduction of distributed generation increases voltage 
level but it stays within +/- 10% of the nominal voltage, 
complying with the Dutch net code or EN50160 standard. 
BES converges voltage levels. In scenarios with general 
excess electricity (overload scenario in January and April), 
BES fails to reduce higher voltage levels. 
In general, from the preliminary study it could be learned 
that the effects of distributed generation in the LV network 
are promising, though the load flow calculations imply a 
need for peak load shaving. The storage devices succeeded 
in minimizing the reverse power flow and transport losses, 
however storage losses have counter-balanced the effects on 
transport losses. In scenarios that have to deal with general 
excess power, storage devices are mostly fully charged and 
fail to supply peak load shaving, i.e. limiting voltage peaks 
and transformer loads. This indicates the need for an extra 
control system.  

In the next stage in the development of the detailed 
electricity model, storage devices with voltage and 
frequency droop control possibilities will be implemented. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Thorough transition studies of energy systems require an 
integral approach, dealing with technical, economical and 
social aspects. Within the Dutch EOS-LT program a project 
is set up to develop new integrating tools based on a 
multidisciplinary approach by a consortium (TU/e, KEMA, 
Alliander, Gasunie, CPB, UvA) with combined technical, 
economical and social expertise. As a result of the first 
project stage a concept design is made for an integrating 
simulation tool. Scenarios for possible transition paths for 
the energy infrastructure of a Dutch residential area are 
defined. From a preliminary study it could be learned that 
the effects of distributed generation in the LV network are 
promising, though control systems supporting peak load 
shaving may be needed. 
In the next project stage the integrating tools will be further 
implemented, including the modelling of gas infrastructures. 
Subsequently the tools will be validated by performing 
simulations and real life experiments in a residential area. 
The development of integrating tools based on a 
multidisciplinary approach will make it possible to monitor 
and evaluate the behaviour and response of actors regarding 
new systems and they will enable to judge if this new system 
is a step towards a more sustainable energy system.  
The integrating tools will be useful for distribution network 
planners (confronted with uncertainties about both future 
energy supply and demand as well as the future role of the 
grids, different life cycles of network components, …). 
Furthermore the project will provide policy makers with 
insights how to support the transition process. 
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